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CHANGE 
  Who We Are: 
 

  Change the World Trust is 

a Non – Profit passionate 

about long-term solutions 

and ripple-effect project 

results. Its primary focus is 

educational projects 

benefitting youth and 

children. 

 

We are dedicated to 

changing the world 

through implementing 

practical initiatives 

coupled with true and 

sincere love, which we 

believe is still the answer 

to this world’s complex 

problems. 

 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
An innovative and game-changing plan is outlined in which quality know-

how and good practice is opened up to South African NPOs, 

Entrepreneurs and Government agencies alike within a robust online 

administration and quality control framework.  

Employing existing infrastructure and experiences garnered from hands 

on training and project implementation Change the World Trust proposes 

a new and dynamic partnership. 

 

2. CURRENT POLICY & GOVERNMENT MANDATES 
 

OVERWHELMING NEED FOR ICT SKILL DEVELOPMENT  

ICT Skills development programs have been the topic of countless 

conferences and developmental initiatives, yet tangible impact and 

results of these programs remain elusive.  

The NeSPA (National e-Skills Plan of Action (2010) makes two concepts 

immediately clear: 

1. Current practice is not working  

2. Time for action is now 

This is further explained:  

‘[T]he time for long winded examination is over; and, 

the time for collaborative approaches that bypass 

self interest…is long overdue’ and is concluded by:  

>> ‘A failure to immediately act …will negatively 

reverberate through the socio-economic fabric of 

South Africa for generations.’ 

Government’s White Paper on e Learning identifies ICTs as ‘central in the struggle to reduce 

poverty on the continent,’ and outlines the following strategy: 
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‘In order to realize the benefits of ICTs, Africa must develop and produce a pool of ICT-proficient 

youth and students from which the country can draw trainee ICT engineers, programmers and 

software developers. In pursuit of this objective, a network of training and research institutions 

that build high-level personal knowledge must be established and existing projects to connect 

schools and youth centres, must be accelerated.’ 
 

PROJECT INTEGRATION WITHIN THE GOVERNMENT MANDATE 

Change the World IT Training Center and Expansion Project is active in the most foundational 

aspects of this vision and is working hard to grow its capacity so as to be an intermediary 

channel for future software engineers and ICT professionals.  

In order to achieve this CTW will continue to liaison with government agencies, USAASA, 

grassroots development organizations and high-end ICT skill development organizations such as 

JCSE and Meraka.  

3. PROJECT HISTORY AND CORE 

 
Launched in February 2009, in Olievenhoutbosch, Gauteng, 

the first Change the World IT Training Center was an 

immediate success and since then the project has never 

looked back. 

The first six months were an intense period, during which 

processes and optimal teaching methods were developed 

and experimented with. Thereafter focus was placed on both 

professionalizing systems and training regimes as well as 

geographical expansion which resulted in new IT Training Centers 

launching in Western Cape (May 2010) and Maputo, Mozambique (Feb. 2011). 

The resulting experience and development has provided Change the World Trust with a 

specialized and unique set of experiences and skills which will be the backbone of this 

ambitious and unashamed attack on digital and information illiteracy. 

4. PROJECT GOAL: 
 

To empower young South Africans on a national 

level through multi-sector, shared knowledge 

and implementation in ICT skills development. 

"At times our own light goes out and is rekindled by a spark from another person. Each of us has cause 

to think with deep gratitude of those who have lighted the flame within us."   

--Albert Schweitzer 
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Where do we start? 
…Exactly where we are. 

We begin by transforming the Existing Project 

Framework into training and development hubs 

which will support the network. 

Existing Information Training Centers are used as 

administration and Training Hubs which will be the 

administrational backbone of the expanded 

structure. 

Functions of the ITTC (Information Technology Training Center) Hubs  

Each of the following functions is to be further developed. The detailed cost as well as precise 

parameters and targets individual elements are clearly outlined in the Project Financial 

Breakdown. 

Framework Development: 

It is from here that development work on the LMS (Learner Mangement System), Assessment 

Protocols, and Center Management System will be done. 

Administration:  

Archives, Certification Records, Online Student Database and static quality control will be 

administered. 

Training: 

New recruits, potential entrepreneurs, new trainers and 

existing trainers will be trained here. This will be in 

addition to standard IT Training for the surrounding 

communities. 

Research & Development 

Communication and scrumming on the development 

and launching of new courses and opportunties for 

students and branches will be managed here. 
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First Level EXPANSION 

IT Training Center Branches in Informal Communities 

EXPLOITING EXISTING PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

Community Centers, NPOs, Libraries and even Schools host enormous latent potential in the 

buildings which they own or manage. Many of these organzations aspire to run ICT Literacy 

Classes and IT Courses on their 

facilities but lack the skill, experience 

or equipment  to be able to do so. 

By partnering with these institutions, 

existing facilities for mandated to 

benefit the youth or community are 

being utilized for the purpose for 

which they were set-up and created. 

This creates an mutual benefit to 

both organizations as pre-

determined objectives are being 

met.  

TRAINING NEW BUSINESS LEADERS 

Exceptionally gifted and responsible youth will be further trained and assisted in launching 

smaller IT Training Branches in underprivileged communities and townships. 

These are anticipated to provide a range of services to the community.  

• Primarily, affordable Basic and Intermediate IT training to youth and high school students  

• ICT access points to community members.  

• Programming Bootcamps and ‘Spark’ workshops 

for secondary school learners 

IT & OFFICE EQUIPMENT 

This will be purchased or soliticted according to 

availablity and/or need. 

FUNDING FOR FIRST-LEVEL EXPANSION 

Funding for this level will come from any of the 

following sources: 

Informal 
Branch
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CTW 
Franch

ise

Informal 

Branch

Informal 
Branch

• Self-Generated revenue from Change the World Trust 

• Private Tax Payers: Section 18A Tax Receipt/Rebate for donations (deduction is limited to 

10% of the taxable income ) 

• Private Sector CSI/CSR Investment Funding 

• EMEs & QSEs: SED & ED Funds 

• Any Enterprise on the Generic Scorecard: SED & ED Funds 

• Grant-making Entities and Government Agencies with mandates for: Youth 

Development, Job Creation, Enterprise Development, Education, ICT Integration, 

Entrepreneurship Training & Infrastructure Development.  

Second-Level Expansion 

FRANCHISE DEVELOPMENT 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROCESS: 

With training and capacity building some of the smaller 

branches will transition into self-sufficient IT Training 

Centers and will operate on a cost effective, self-

sustaining franchise model. 

These franchises will achieve profit making through 

offering*: 

• Basic & Intermediate IT Training 

• Optional: Internet connectivity & Business 

Services 

• Optional: Sale of IT Hardware & Stationary 

• Optional: PC Repair & Servicing 

SOCIAL ENTERPRISES 

These enterprises are categorized as Social Enterprises and their primary purpose will be to 

“Provide quality, affordable Information Technology 

Training to Underprivileged Youth.” Under this 

primary premise, these enterprises will operate as 

fully commercial, majority black-owned, profit-

making enterprises. 

PROFITABILITY 

A high ROCE (Return on Capital Employed) is 

anticipated from the franchise chain as quality ICT 
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CTW 

Franchise

JOINT 

VENTURE

Informal 
Branch

Informal 
Branch

Training in under-resourced communities is unavailable and due to economic course fees, 

unique operating structures, creative learning opportunities and no transport costs to students, 

an ongoing, average 75% operating capacity is expected.  

SEED CAPITAL AND FUNDING 

Franchises will receive Seed Capital and training as a result of Enterprise Development 

investments from the private and public sector. Direct partnerships may also develop between 

the franchise and the investing entity. 

*Full Busines Plan Available on Inquiry. Entrepreneurship Training will be implemented under the WiiBlv 

“We Believe” Program Framework. 

JOINT VENTURES WITH NPOS & GOVERNMENT  

The third and parallel channel of growth is through joint- ventures and collaboration with civil 

society projects and government ICT integration initiatives. 

In these partnerships CTW offers primarily  

• Training systems,  

• Administration Process,  

• Material and  

• Quality control mechanisms.  

 

NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION 

PARTNERSHIPS & CAPACITY 

BUILDING 

A broad spectrum of NPOs seek to 

implement reliable and impactful Skills 

Development Programs. Due to the 

resource intensive barriers to entry most 

NPOs lean towards easier, but also less 

impactful Skills and Enterprise Development programs which engender primarily subsistance 

enterprises such as beading, crafts and entry-level tailoring. Also, the success rate of ‘stand-

alone’ entrepreneurship training without dedicated integration channels is very low. Therefore, 

providing a robust structure, process and training can create immediate social impact the 

communities which NPOs are known, trusted and currently operating.  

Depending on the focus and administrational capacity of the NPO or organization, this will also 

scale through partners holding multi-site training facilities. The result is a versatile network of 
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partners and partner organizations which all benefit from the collective research, development 

and resources. 

The 2010 e-Skills Summit suggests a ‘development dynamic’ based approach to skill dispersion 

and suggests that it ‘captures the synergies obtained from separate projects’.  

 

MULTI-SITE JOINT VENTURES 

Growth and development must be engendered on 

a national scale, and for this to happen there must 

be more innovative and creative partnerships 

which seek primarily to maximise social 

progression with limited or existing resources. 

To this end, Change the World Trust partners with 

efficient, capable and ethical NPOs to not only 

implement singular training programs but also 

expand this offering organically and grow to a 

level self-regulation and assessment. In this 

instance only intermitent and occasional quality 

control on and moderation is implemented by 

CTW head office. Program management is largely 

independent.  

CONCLUSION 

"When we accept tough jobs as a challenge and wade into them with joy and enthusiasm, miracles can 

happen."   --Arland Gilbert 

We are commited to giving what we have; our 

hope, breath, capabilities and resources for 

the benefit of humanity.  

We believe that at times true progress can 

only be achieved through sacrifice, but we are 

still prepared to lead. The contagion of hope is 

our prime resource in this venture and the 

belief that people are inherently good. 

Thank you for your support.  

CTW 

Franchi
se JOINT 

VENTU

RE

Multi-Site 

JOINT 
VENTURE

•Multi-Site 

JOINT 
VENTURE

Informa
l Branch

Informa

l Branch
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THE WORLD +27 76 • 8872701  

+27 11 • 4552282 

                    PO Box • 440 

 Bedfordview • 2008   

 

 mail @ changetheworld.org.za 

www  •  changetheworld.org.za 

 

  Change the World Trust  
 

 

NPO 074764  |  PBO 930034052 
 

THE FINAL PICTURE – OUR GOAL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.  

– Hellen Keller 

 


